PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Actian DataConnect
Empowers anyone to integrate

DataConnect is the intelligent, low-code integration
platform that allows you to address your most complex
use cases with automated, intuitive, and reusable
integrations, Deliver high-quality data pipelines at the
speed of business.
DESIGN: Use a visual, point-and-click design
interface to connect, cleanse and map data
sources to targets and build process workflows
based on business rules.
DEPLOY: From the IDE or web-based interface,
save integrations as reusable templates and
easily deploy them to any environment.
CONFIGURE: Allow end-users to configure
settings like usernames and passwords,
schedules, or real-time event listeners.
The Actian DataConnect integration platform
combines robust data integration, transformation,
and mapping with automated quality checks
providing trustworthy data to anyone in the
organization.
With its emphasis on reuse and adaptability,
DataConnect is built to help you cost-effectively
integrate diverse data and applications from any
source and deploy across cloud and on-prem
environments.

BENEFITS & VALUE
Empower anyone to integrate: Create workflows and
configuration options that enable users to leverage
self-serve integrations, enforce data quality standards
and tap into reliable and governed data. Easily access
your integrations using a robust IDE or through
DataConnect’s intuitive web-used UI.
Ensure Data Quality: Data profiles and quality rules
ensure data is complete, accurate, and meets
company standards and compliance requirements.
Make data-driven decisions with ease: Make reliable
business decisions using data you trust. DataConnect
offers powerful data profiling capabilities that allow
you to visualize data quality and drill down into data
problems so you can take action before poor quality
impact your systems.
Integrate Anytime: Orchestrate, schedule, and manage
data pipelines to provide your users with timely and
accurate data when they need it. Connect your data with
batch, real-time event, and embedded processing
options.

CAPABILITIES

■ Integrate, orchestrate and automate data pipelines
■ Connect to any data source and destination
■ Data profiling, data quality and transformation
rules engine

■ Automated workflows and data pipelines

CUSTOMERS

■ Hybrid support: Use your cloud, the Actian Cloud or
connect to on-premises databases and applications
without moving data to the cloud
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